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Practical, all-in-one guide to walking the Mont Blanc trail with trail maps, where to stay and eat, and public
transport information. At 4810m (15,781ft), Mont Blanc is the highest mountain in western Europe, and one
of the most famous mountains in the world. The trail (105 miles, 168km) that circumnavigates the massif,
passing through France, Italy and Switzerland, is the most popular long distance walk in Europe. Includes: *
60 maps - 12 town and village plans and 50 large-scale walking maps - at 1:20,000 - showing route times,
gradients, where to stay, interesting features. Walking directions, tricky junctions, places to stay and eat,
points of interest and walking times are all written onto the maps themselves in the places to which they
apply. With their uncluttered clarity, these are not general-purpose maps but fully-edited maps drawn by

walkers for walkers.

The Tour du Mont Blanc is a classic inntoinn alpine trekone which Alpenwild has refined with many creature
comforts exquisite cuisine and superb accommodations. Allinone hiking route guide maps and

accommodations for the trail 105 miles. Tour du Mont Blanc At 4810m 15781ft Mont Blanc is the highest
mountain in western . Unique mapping features walking times directions tricky junctions places to stay places

to eat.
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directions tricky junctions places to stay places to eat points of interest these are not generalpurpose maps but
full edited maps drawn by. The scenery villages food and culture is interesting and varied. Think big snowy
peaks huge glaciers wild . Tour du Mont Blanc. Combining wooded trails high altitude meadows and rugged
mountain passes the 170km circuit provides a world class journey through stunning alpine scenery and all
within the grasp of the experienced British hillwalker. From the Col des Montets pass 1461m follow the trail
to Lake Chéserys where you will see Mont Blanc reflected in . The trail circumnavigates Mont Blanc 4810m
crossing through France Italy and Switzerland. Informacje o Tour du Mont Blanc Trailblazer Walking Guide
8616587408 w archiwum Allegro. Weve got 13 tours going to Mont Blanc starting from just 5 days in length

and the longest tour is 13 days.
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